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MODULE 1: THE ART OF WRITING

TOPIC 1: Book Writing Genres

- Book Writing is about one Art ---?
- How to create anecdotes & Short stories
- Choosing your writing genre – Fiction or non-fiction
- Writing for diverse audiences

Book Writing is about one Art ---?
Book writing is about the art of story telling. It
has to do with telling the story about your life;
about what happened to someone; what other
people have gone through or are going through,
or will pass through; what could happen to
people in the future; about what you learned
from what happened to you or what happened
to others; about what you found out through
research; about what people should know or
what they should do to make their lives better.
This is the summary of what book writing is all
about. Once you get this understanding, the
next most important thing for you to do is to
learn the art of telling stories. You can tell the
same story to different kinds of audiences. For
this reason, you have to know something about
your audience so that you can package your

story in a way that will appeal to them and
interest them.

How to create anecdotes & Short stories

Anecdotes
An anecdote consists of a single incident, often
based on an experience of one’s own. It has a
point, and the point is often a humorous one.

Guide to Writing Anecdotes
 Choose an incident that has a surprise

ending.
 Begin with a sentence that arouses

interest or surprise
 Tell at once who is involved, where and

when the story occurred.
 Include only the characters you need
 Use conversations to make your story

sound real
 Build up suspense in any way you can
 Try to supply a good ending or punch

line. The stop!
 Give your anecdote a good title.

Writing Short Stories
Every story has three important elements:
Character, setting and plot. A good story has
believable characters and a convincing
background. But every story must have a plot,
because the plot is the story itself.
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The hunt for a story usually starts with the
choice of a subject, but it may start anywhere.
When you choose a subject for the story, it is
generally advisable to stay in familiar territory.
For instance, if you don’t know anything about
the game of golf, you will not find it easy to
make golf story sound convincing.

A very short story could be as short as an
anecdote, but there is a difference. An
anecdote exists for its point. A short story has
to have, not only an interesting plot, but
believable characters and a convincing
background. The author has to combine
characters, setting, and plot in such a way hat
each contributes to others.

Point of View
Suppose that you know what your story or plot
will be, that you have chosen your characters,
and that you have decided what and where
your story is to take place. Before you begin to
write, you must decide on the point of view
from which your story will be told. You may
choose the point of view of one of the main
characters or you may tell your story from the
point of view of a narrator who knows and sees
all.

Beginning and Ending your Story
It is usually easiest for you as a beginning writer
to choose the point of view of one of the main
characters and to stick to that point of view.
This device enables you to to get inside the
story quickly and take your readers inside with
you.

In writing a story, you would want to interest
your reader at once, so that he will go on
reading. You also want to tell him what he
needs to know and to use the beginning of your
story to establish the mood or tone of the story.

The ending of a story is as important as its
beginning. The end should come as soon as
possible after the climax, the point at which the
problem is resolved or conflict is resolved. At

the same time; however, the last line of your
story should bring the story to a conclusion.

Characterisation, Dialogue and Setting
Before you begin to write, think about the
characters. In a short story, these should be no
more than two or three important ones. What
kind of people are they? What kind of people
do they have to be to do the things that make
up your story?

Once you know what our characters are like,
you have to decide how you will show your
readers what they are like. Of course, you could
simply say what they are like; you could write
for example; “John was brave boy”. It is much
more effective; however, to show that John is a
brave boy be telling what he does, what he says,
and what he thinks (if the story is told from this
point of view), and also by telling what other
characters say and think about him.

What characters say in a story to one another is
called dialogue. The skillful writer is able to
write dialogue that sounds much more natural
and unplanned that it is. In a story,
conversation may sound trivial, but it is not.

The background in a story is its setting. There is
no room for extended descriptions in a story,
but a good writer can, by putting in a well-
chosen detail here and there, let you perceive
what the characters perceive including their
surroundings. If you yourself have sharp sense
of perceptions and have learned to find words
for them, you can make the setting of a story
seem very real to your readers.

Guide to Writing a Short Story
To write short story, read short stories, many of
them. Study how short writers write and
sooner enough you will develop your own voice.

 Generate a winning idea – a compelling
story idea

 Know your character – create characters
 Start with something of the ordinary
 Define your core message
 Narrow your scope
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 Make an outline – employ classic story
structure

o Plunge your character into
terrible trouble

o Attempts to fix the trouble
makes things worse

o The predicament appears
hopeless

o Create a heroic growth that
helps the Hero to win

 Write a satisfying ending
 Finish draft
 Edit your short story
 Choose a title
 Get feedback about your story
 Practice often by writing more short

stories

Choosing your writing genre – Fiction or non-
fiction

In the material on Book categories, we outlined
the different book genres that are available.
The list is not exhaustive, but gives a guide to
understanding where to niche your book.

Writing for diverse audiences
A writer can specialize on a particular audience
either by age, religion, profession, etc. For
instance, some could focus on writing for
children – children stories books, children’s
classics, etc. Another person could choose to
focus on writing book for teenagers –
everything about teenage life. You could
choose to focus on marriage and relationships,
either from a general perspective or religious
inclination. However, you could also switch
audiences at any time.

Word Counts in Book Writing
Many writers gauge their progress by word
counts. Books are measured by the number of
words contained in them.

 A short story could be from one
sentence to 7000 words

 Novella – 20, 000 – 40, 000 words (mini-
novel)

 Novel – 50,000 – 120, 000 words

A non-fiction book could be of any number of
words.

When publishing your book on Amazon, for
instance, the number of words helps in
determining the price for the book, either the
e-copy or the paper back.

Now that you’ve got the tools,
its time to get to work.

Authors like you change the
values and customs of society.

Give yourself the liberty to write!


